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Justiceminister may be askt!d to recommenddischarges
Justice MinisterJacques', branch of the 26.DPO-mem-4.982; Quebec 2.788; Sas.' ~der the Narcotic Control rests and convictions for

Flynn will pr!>bably be ber bar association. ho,ld- kdtchewan 2.100. and' Act but is not a'Ilarcotic, marijuana oUences in-
asked this week to instruct ing its ~nual convention Manitoba 1;698,The resolu- The doctors called for creased more than 26.000
prosecutors to support her~ this week. I tion did not containconvic- decriminalization in 1972 per cent between 1966an<;i
absolute ,and conditional Alb t 'I 'd lion figures for the Atlantic and the Canandian Bar' 1977.Ninetyper'cent of the
discharges of persons, d ar, a Ai;yers s~:J1 pr,ovinces, Association recommended 33.961 convictions in 1977,
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Justice Minister Flynn
earlier this week placect
the dtug prosec~tion, ques-
tion high on the agenda for
a federal-pro~incial confer-
ence of attorneys-general
in October. )
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Pot versus alcohol
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Dear Ann Landers:We have three teen-agers. For
the last several months there has been a continuing
battle at the supper table. They insist that pot is less
damaging than alcohol. Will you please say some.
thing on the subject? It always sounds different com.
ing from an outsider. Thank you.- OutnumberedIn Skolle

DearOut: Why must there be a choice between. the
two? It's like asking which is better - cancer or a
stroke. r have written endlessly on the devastating
effects of alcohol. and so have others, so I see no
point in repeating what we already know. .

I herewith quote the late Dr. Paul E. Ruble, who I
said this about marijuana:

"There's much we don't know about pot. But there
are known medical facts that should be familiar to
crusaders who insist. that pot is no more dangerous
than alcohol. MQfijuana is classified as a stupefying
drug, just like opium and cocaine. It contains a chemi-
cal agent (THC) that is stored in the body and brain
for several days - even months. Anyone who smokes
pot once a week has the substance present in his or
her body continuously. .

"There is evidence that pot interferes with the
body's immune system. (This system helps us fight off
infeciion.) There is also experimental evidence that
pot smoking can cause chromosomal changes that
could lead to genetic changes in how the fetus devel.
ops in the womb. There is evidence that it also inter-
feres with how the body regulates its hormones. This'
could contribute to impotence and sterility.

"Heavy pot smokers suffer the same lung damage
as do those who smok& straight cigarettes. The effect
on the brain may result in personality changes and I
general deterioration of mental health," 1I do not believe Dr. Ruble overstated the case one'

iota. Many authorities who went on record a few years Iago and said pot was "harmless" have reversed them-
selves.
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HAMILTON rcP) - Sci- American high school stu-
entists now believe mari- dents now are estimated 'to
juana is harmful. an ex9CU- be qaily users.
tive of Alcohol and Drug "If the use of cannabis
Concerns Illc. t<,>lda con-. continues to expand at its
ference Monday.. present rate, then Canada

""It is 'now generally is on its way'to acquiring
recognized that both light a second public health
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hormonal .bO:lancesin men alcohol." Smyth said,
and 'women an.d lowers' the fact that marijuana

,- body resistance to dis., is not soluble in water. but
ease," Donald Smyth told is in fat, accounts for some
delegates to the 20th annu- of its peculiarities and dU.
al Institute on Addiction ferences from alcohol. It
Studies at McMaster Uni- tends to accumulate in
versity.' , fatty tissues of the body.

Smyth said a number of Including the brain and
scientific studies showing reproductive organs, and is

t harmful effects of marijua- . not as quickly metabolized
\ na have been done since and excreted as alcqhol.
I the LeDain Commission Forty per cent' of it
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concluded in 1973 that remains in the body after'
r there was scant knowledge three days. 30 per cent

(t of the drug. after ~>ne week and 10 Per
I He said users and cent after 40 days.
I young people a~e not ex- There is more tar in a
1 posed to much of this infor- cannabis cigarette than in
. mation and continue to a tobacco one and 'more
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, A recent study by the' smoke, Smyth said.

j Addiction Research Foun- A University of Califor-
dation of Toronto found nia study showed five

" maqjuana had edged out marijuana cigarette.s to
tobacco as the second have the same effect as
most popular' drug (after 112 tobacco ones. And
alcohol) among sellior high marijuana smokers tend to
school students in Ontario. breath the smoke in more
he s<rlCi:' ' '. -." de~ply and 'hold 'it there

,Eleven per cent of before exhaling. he said,
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